
Getting Jelly with It!                       Tuesday, July 12
Underwater jellyfish painting with watercolours
Gulls Away                                   Wednesday, July 13
Create your own Parksville beach scene with textured 
painting techniques
Join Us in the Forest                      Thursday, July 14
Create an old growth BC forest by collage, drawing, 
painting and more 
Wild BC Animal Mosaic                     Tuesday, July 19
Create an animal with mosaic art techniques
Bees, Flowers and Bears OH MY!    Wednesday, July 20
Paint, draw, collage and sculpt a wildflower meadow and 
bees
Splatter Paint Party                        Thursday, July 21
Splatter paint with acrylics, discover a love of colour and 
paint on canvas
Colour Pop Parrot Collages!               Tuesday, July 26
Create a fun and vibrant parrot with collage and painting 
techniques
Make Waves!                               Wednesday, July 27               
Create your own Zentangle inspired wave with watercolour
using multiple paint resist techniques
Made by Nature                             Thursday, July 28
A camping art scene sponsored by nature, with found 
objects, string and paint on a wooden board
The Great Outdoors                      Tuesday, August 2
Create a mixed media landscape with forest, mountain, sea 
& more!
Creature Creations!                  Wednesday, August 3
Collaborate and come up with your own imaginary 
characters through portait-style art and games
Abstraction!                                 Thursday, August 4
Dive into abstraction and enjoy experimenting
Junglescapes Tuesday, August 9
Embrace colours and collage as you create an art jungle
Galaxy Art                              Wednesday, August 10
Create your own galaxy and watch how pastels and crayon 
interact with ink
Our Wild Animals                        Thursday, August 11
A practice in step-by-step art, and be your own illustrator
Music and Mediums                      Tuesday, August 16
Explore different mediums and see how music impacts your 
creative process
Under the Sea                        Wednesday, August 17
Create your own ocean landscapes with pastels, pens and 
crayons and we’ll pour a wash of ocean blue on top!
Cartoons & Comics                      Thursday, August 18 
Engage in a variety of games to get your creativity flowing 
so you can come up with your own cartoon and comic art!
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